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Introduction
Despite a vast body of literature, dealing vdth »marginality*,

* shantytowns’,, 'squatter settloaents* and the like, interpretations of 
the nexus between migration and marginality areas divergent as are the 
variegated inferences derived frcsn the concept of marginality itself*
At the present/ it is possible to contrast,statements attributing all 
of urban marginal growth to migration with others affirming that nàgrants 
constitute tnit a small minority of the entire urban marginal population*.
Yet, in lii^t of the' fact that a geometrically-ascending proportion of. 
the rapid growth of Latin American cities is being ascribed to the 
concentration of population in marginal sectors,'^ analysis of the 
dynamics and caaponents of urban marginal growth has come to represent 
a matter of considerable urgency.

The primary purpose of the present paper is to evaluate available 
evidence, formulate hypotheses and indicate heeded research and sources 
of data with reference to the specific problan of the relationship 
between migration, urban marginality and ecological stratification*
Migration and Marginality; Definitional Problms

The first problem encounterfd in ar^'proposed analysis of the interplay 
between migration and marginality derives from, the vagaries of establishing 
a cogent analytic and operational definition of the term ’margiimlity'.

ij For instance. Turner asserts that vhile Latin American cities have
grown at an annual rate of 5 to 7 per Cent in recent decades, marginal 
barrios have grown at a rate of 10 to 15 per cent* Corfsequentiy,

' jnarginal populations today represent sane 25 per cent or more of all 
urban populations. Turner presehts the case Cf Lima as a typical 
exacple* In 1940, Lina had sane 5 per cent of its population in 
marginal sectors; this has now reached^one-quarter of the total 
population, aiould present rates of growth persist. Turner affirms 
that in twenty years time, no less than 65 per cent of lima* s 
inhabitants will live in marginal sectors^ (Cf* J.C. Turner - 
"La marginalidad urbana; calamidad o solueign?" Bfsarrollo Ecoh&nic^ . 
3 (3-4): 9, 1966. , '
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Althou^ it is not our purpose to present a formal dls^ssion of the loultiple 
definitions of marginality and their respective probl«ns> it nevertheless 
beccaaes imperative, in light of significantly distinct possibilities, to 
specify which brand of marginality we will be dealing with in this eontext* 
To this fend, we will review briefly the various alternatives and clarify 
the particul^u? focus of the present analysis«

Originally introduced into the social sciences to depotfe an attribute
of the individual pereon - the iaatrginal;man or, the marginal pwsoiiality -
the> term was subsequently transformed and extended to characterize attributes
of the social group» J3ut, even if we: disregard the earlier psychological
intexTpretations and concentrate on marginality as a social situation, the
variety of pbssible interpretations is extensive« For instsmce, Quijano
diTstinguishes no less than seven more-or-less divergent approaxUies to the
definition Of social marginality and finds their common denominator to lie
in a ^ared notion that psurginality is a lack of integration into something
- which something varies with the nature of proposed solutions to the
problem of marginality« He proposes the adoption of still another, more
generalized approach, one which views marginality as the end-product of a
historical'process of conflictiva and discontinuous integration within and

2/between global societies«“'
•The proliferation of conceptual definitions obviously finds,an echo 

in the anarchy reigning oyer the domain of operational indices of marginality« 
Indeed, the analytic difficulties derive from the fact that■ existing ‘ 
foTB^ations were largely elaborated belatedly in response to the problems 
created by the ad-hoc empirical approaches which were first applied to the 
phenomenon of marginality« As matters stand now, according to the criteria 
^ployed in the localization and delimitation of marginal populations, the 
absolute size, caaposition, characteristics and dynamics of the latter vary 
.enoraoualy«'

Why is it that, despite, the rfeams of liUiterial on •marglriality* in 
rebeht years, acceptablq 'information on the size and dynajqicai of the urban 
marginal popiilation iu a given city or country ranains scarce? - The answw

^  Aníbal Oreljaho --,''*IíQtas sobré el concepto de marginálidad spcial*’, 
CSPAL, Octubre, Í96"6‘ (mámóo)»

/would appear



Would appear' to lie ih the continuing discrepancy between theoretical .and
operational research which Still plagues the field of marginality. In
capsule fcm, it can be stated that systematic theoretical frameworks
increasingly consider marginality to be fundamentally a structural
pherimcnonj it is expressed in the social, political and econmic
institutional sectors of society since these give form to the central
framework within which various modes of participation in all societal

3/institutions will be defined*^
contrast, most of the field research on »marginality* basically 

deals with partial areal clusters defined on an a priori basis as marginal 
when in fact they could more accurately be denominated as ecologicall]^ 
delimited J-oWer socio-econcanic strata. This procedure is justified on 
the basis that the ecological sector represents a convenient domain id.thin 
which marginality is given a concrete form of ejpression. Efologically- 
identifiable lowei^strata nuclei are assumed to incorporate most of the 
social, groups viio share the conditions associated with marginality in other 
more systematic analytic approaches.

Is such an assumption justifiable? It would appear that the analytical 
and operational linkages between »structural* and »ecological* marginality 
are insufficiently defined for this assumption to be made. The problem 
ultimately resolves itself in the following dilonmai on the one hand, the 
ecological perspective has to assume that the inhabitants of given 
residential clusters are all marginal with respect to idiichever institutional 
sectors are being considered* The structural approach, however, defines 
social groups as marginal, not in terms of residenti^ clustering, but in 
terms of their participation and belonging into basic societal institutions.

Such ambiguities are evidently not conducive to the successful 
unravelling of substantive research questions. With respect to our 
particular problem of the interplay betiveen migration and margiioality.

J

Central e^qjressions of this conception can be found in: Aníbal Quijano -
“Eedefinición de la dependencia y proceso de marginalizacidn en América 
Latina”, GSPAL, 1970 (mimeo). José Nun - “Sobrepoblación relativa, 
ejército industrial de reserva y masa marginal". Revista Latinoamericana 
de Sociología, pp, 17^237, No. 2, 1969. Miguel líurmis - "Tipos de ' 
marginalidad y posición en el proceso productivo". Revista Latino^» 
americana de Sociología, pp. 412«-421, N® 2, 1969.

/for example.
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fof o;caiî l»i a i^tuatlAa \4i<6rein the ĵ splutê ,
proportionate nmhera of. mar^ihal P9pulatio^ a given city ©r group of 
cities is subject to question siB^y because no viable consws«s has as 
yet been reached on what constitutes a marginal group* kb do possess
is partial Information from .various cities on ecologicalIy«*delimited lower 
strata clusters and wp will address ourselves to this restricted domain in 
the subse^ent presentation*, i .

Indeed, for better or for worse, most of the research vdiicdi Fd'ovideS 
information relevant to the present objectives Has actuaJJjr dtiliaed an 
explicit or icplicit ecological framevwniic* ^  this is generally meant,^ a 
focus on the physical, presence of nuclei of subrstandard dwellings in viiich 
reside the lowest socio-econcmdLc strata of the urban population* B^ond 
this basic though indefinite characterisation, additional criteria vary 
but generally, include something ab̂ mit housing conditions,. location, 
accessibility, and absence of basic cora®unal services*

Cognizant of the multi-dimensional nature of structural margindlity 
and of the discrepancy between “ecological” and «structural” marginality^ 
the following pages will focus primarily'on the role of migration in the 
growth of lower strata residential, clusters* In a first section, we will 
draw on partial evidence frcm several countries and attempt to organize 
these materials in terms of their findings* A second section will present 
a more thoroughgoing case study of migration’s effect on lower strata 
growth in Rio de Janeiroj the nature and quality of availablSA data in this 
city permit a more exhaustive examination of tpe questions raised in the 
initial section. For clarity’s sake, it. jdipuld be mentioned that,, 
throughout the subsequent discussion, .vtoen we are, forced to utilize ;■ 
the tern ’marginality ’ we are in fact .dealit^ with eodlpgically- 
delimited lower strata populations*

/I*., PGRA^ION;



I.. MIGRATION AND ECOIÛGICAÎ. STRATIFICATION: TWO PERSPECTIVES

Thè concept of ecological marginality has undérgone internal 
modifications over time and with the evolutions, the i^le vdiich migration 
has been accorded in the spiread of urban ahantytdvms has simultaneously 
been altered*

In tracing the role played by migration in these growth processes, 
it will be heiiristically useful to distinguish between two chronologically- 
sequential perspectives which have been put forth. Because the perspectives 
tend to overlap in the matter ef bòtti timing and eiqionénts, this dichotony 
represents something of an ideal-typical oversimplification, yet it is 
useful to distinguish between the two positions since each embodies an 
assemblage of characteristic views towards urban marginality and its origins,

1. Migration and Peripheral shantytowns
Earlier analysts, prcanpted by the mushrooming of shantytowns in 

Latin American cities inanediately following World >̂ar II terwied to e(^te 
xirban marginality with peripheral belts of shantytowns on the edge of 
major cities. Peripheral lands were seen to be more accessible in the 
cQKpetition for residential ^ac© and consequently, could more easily be 
bought or invaded by people of meager resources. These shacktowns were 
basically envisaged as an anomalous form of urban growth thereby giving 
rise to the concepts of. »urban cancers^, »misery belts», 'incubators of 
disease and Social disorganization», -etc. • Lastly ; (and more relevantly 
for the purposes of the'present papw), peWpHeral mise:^ belts were 
believed to be populated largely throu^ the mass influx of rural to 
tirban migrants, whose characteristic migratory trek consisted of a move 
from the farms dineptly to the urban periphery.

More, specifically, it was generally agreed that intensive rural to 
urban migration (variously fomented by technological advances in agriculture, 
deteriorating agricultural praiuction, the popxilation esqplosion, leftist 
agitation, or, to all of these,' depending on the observer's vievpoints and 
platform) resulted ^  an overcrowding of available urban housing. The 
recent arrivals to the city were transposed rural dwellers viio lacked the

/financial resources.
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fiiîancial resourçesjp the, aptitïîdea and i,j:w:lination to compete for housing 
^ace in the established urban areas* Prodded by these circumstances, 
migrants set up their own rural*»type laakeshift dwellings on the urban 
frings vherein their assimiJ.a'tion Into the urban ciilture and econoogr. 
could be more gradual and th^efore less diarhptive*^ For instance, one 
of the earlier DSSaL publications defined the poblador (who wa^ implicitly 
identifié with the urban fringe) as ‘!a marginal element in society who 
bas migrated from rural areas to the city and who wages a constant struggle 
. to integrate himself into societyw*^

Several investigations of the marginal-clusters* ccmposition in lahger 
cities during the 1950*s provided an objective basis: for the attribution of 
urban marginal growth to migration* For instance^ the 1950 census of favelas 
in Rio de Janeiro shewed that migrants represented 61 per cent of the entire 
favela population} moreover, more than half of the native Carioca favelados 
were less than 10 years of age'"thereby suggesting that most natives were 
actually born te migrants after the latter's arrival in Rio and that therefore 
marginal growth was ii^eed traceable almost solely to migration*^

Similariy, a ccmprehensive social and econcanic census of Liraa*s 
barriadas was undertaken in 1956* At first glance, the result’s of this 
sui^ey woxild appear to detract from the argument that marginal populations 
are largely coi^osed of migrants since of all barriada residents, 52 per cent

y  The foregoing represents a condensation of views ¡expressed in the
following documentsi Alejandro Pprtes - Cuatro Poblàciónes^ Informe 
P'r eliminar sobre situación y a giraciones de grupos marginales en el 
Gran Sarítiagó', Agosto,- 1969. Daniel Goldrich, R.B. Prátt álKi 
C,R,; SchuHer ,"The political integration, of lower-class lurban 
settlements in Chile and Peru". Studies in Comparative.International 
Development. 3 (1), 1967-68. Ramiro Cardona Gutiérrez - •’Migración, 
urbanización y marginalidad" in Urbanización y Marginalidad. Asociación 
GolcHnhiana de Facultades de Medicina, Bogotá, 1969, ,.pp* 63-87* 
rfilliam kaugih - "Latin American squatter settl«áenis: a problem aî i 
a solution". Latin American Research Review. 2 (3). 65-̂ 98, Sumer 1967*

y  Quoted in Q* Rosenbluth—  "La. participación de las poblaeiones margi
nales en el crecimiento urbano" CEPAL, p# 11*

y  Alberto Passes Guimaraes, - "As favelas do Distrito Federal". Revista 
Brasileirá de Estadística^ 1A~(55): 247-260. 1953*

/were born
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were bom in Idmaw Closer scrutiny, however, revealed that most of these 
natives were under ten years of age and hence the children of migrants.
Indeed, v4ien analysed in terms of heads of families, data on migratory 
status showed that 89 per cent were actually born in the provinces, most 
,of them in the niountain region.-^

k number of other studies around this time followed'the same lines 
of reasoning and consistently arrived at the conclusion that migrants 
constitute the great majority of marginal populations. Prom this pranise, 
it was but a short logical step to the conclusion that the ultimate solution 
to the problem of urban marginality lay ins a) preventing further migration,
b) ’eradicating* existing marginal settlaaents and replacing them with 
centrally~organized housing projects.'^ '

2. Indirect migration to peripheral shantytowns
In a more recent period, the concept of ecological marginality has 

evolved iron its primitive, connotations of peripheral shacktowns populated 
by migrants to include the socio-economic characteristics of shacktown 
residents and the specifics of their housing situation in wiiich predominate 
sub-standard dwellings and the deprivation of basic urban services and 
amenities. simple extension, the socio-economic conditions typically 
noted in peripheral areas were discovered in other city, zones - running 
the gamut from central city areas to interstitial zones, city dvunps, river 
banks, hillsides and otherwise uridesirable^ inaccessible .or unused land areas.

PrcM such develoiMnents, the concept of marginality became more 
inclusive and, paradoxica;p.y, scanewhat more ambiguousj that is, by e3q)anding 
the notion of marginality to include the residential and socio-econcaaic 
characteristics of marginal people, greater scope was posited without a 
conccxnitant clarification of operational definitions. With respect to our

2/ José Matos Mar - “Migration and urbanization: the barriadas of Lima - an 
example of integration into urban life“, in P.M. Hauser (ed) - 
Urbanization in.Latin America. UNMSCO^ 19Ó1.
Cf. î iangin (op.cit.). pp. ^-90. Cf. also studies in Wayne A.
Cornelius, Jr. - “The political sociology of cityward migration in 
Latin America: toward empirical theoiy“, in F. Rabinowitz and
F. Trueblood (eds.) - Latin American Urban Annual. Vol. I, Sage 
Publications, Calif. 1970.

/particular problem
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particular problm area>, ,the. causal, nexus between aiigratipn and aiarginality 
has, uitíergpne re-exanination* Closer attention to two indepandiwit variables 
- duration of residence ard ruralrurban origin of migrants « has grainally 
led to ̂ e  realization that n w g i r ^  particularly those on the
periphery, «ii*ô not necessarily populated bÿ; reoent arrivals from the -fars«?* 

Indeed, œsamination of the process by which peripheral shantytowns 
arise, suggested that a great many of them had i^rung up thr<»igh highly 
organized invasions of terrain. Moreoverj it was realized that peripheral 
residents first establiidied their much-decried makeshift dwellings not as; 
a transitional step towards eventual re-integration into the recognized city 
but as a necessai^ first step towards the goal of gradual housing improvement 
and residential permanency. Lastly, it was apcorded that, in order, to 
participate in an invasion of this type and to resist the multi-faceted 
attempts at dislodging them from secured terrain, individuals must have 
attained an appreciable level of urban sophistication.

In accordance with these perspectives, when the relationship between 
migration suid peripheral ^antytowns was re-investigated, it was found that 
although most of the adult population continued to be constituted by migrants, 
very few of them had come directly to these marginal Settl«nents from rural 
areas. Indeed, in most cases, a significant proportion of these‘résidents 
were migrants from other tbvms and cities and most had been livii^ in the 
city for upwards of-ten years. - ‘

For instance, in a 1962 survey of the callampas in Santiago reported 
by Rosenbluth, 'it was found that 7G-per cent of the entire ca.1,ianipa ' 
population had been b o m  id'Santiagoj ’ as in the other prévicflilsî -̂ entionéá 
surveys, it was found that inore than half of the natives were children under 
1$ years of age but, by controlling for duration of residence, this survey 
was able to demonstrate why migrants had so már^ mtive children - aingjly 
because they had been living in Santiago for considerable tijae periods.
Indeed, of the migrants, only é» per cmt had arrived in Santiago in the 
three year period preceding the 1962 survey* another 29 per cent had arrived 
at some time between 1950-59 and,the remaining 65 per cent had been living 
in Santiago for more than thirteett years.^

2/ Guillermo EosenBluth - •‘jjpdjjXemas socio-econâmicos. de la marginalidad 
y la integración urbana”, CEPAL, pp. 48-54.

/Corroborating and
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Corroborating and eaqaliciting this evidence, <3, national investigation
of 'fnarginalit/ carried out in Chile by the Consejería Nacional de Promoción
Popular in I96S ^owed that not only were Santiago’s peripheral marginal
settlements populated ■ either l:y natives or by migrants »dio were long-time
residents of the ci^y, but also that most of the resident migrants had ̂
originally came from an urban areaj in the 35 surv^ed poblaciones of
Santiago, the minimal perdentage of migrants, váio had come to the marginal
settlanents frcaa urban areas was 6S per cent* In most caseb, this
proportion ran well over SO per cent and in one población. 98 per cent of
resident migrants had previously lived in an urban area.^^ Unfortunately,
no further specifications by origin are provided in these tabulations so
that one can only surmise that a substantial segment of this previous urban
residence was in other dist3?icts of Santiago itself* In any ca^, this
would not detract from the central conclusion that J'marginal residents'* are
not recently-!»arrived rural migrants,^*^

Although comprehensive studies of marginal populations’cobijosition in
a given city are difficult to find, evidence on this point from partial
investipttions in several other cities would tend to corroborate the Santiago
evidence* For instance, in Bogotá, Cardona reports that a recent survey of
two peripheral marginal settlements revealed that: 1 ) some 85 per cent of
the migrant population had previously resided in an urban area prior to
coming to Bogotá, 2) only one-tenth of these migrants came to the shantytowns
under consideration within a year of their arrival in Bogotá, 3) one-half
had lived in Bogotá at least four years before taking up residence in the 

12/two settlement s.“” '

10/ Consejería Nacional, de Prenoción Popular - Encuesta Nacional Socio
económica én Poblaciones Marginales. Vol. 2, table A-4, Dec. I968.

11/ This conclusion.is further corroborated by Portes* study of four 
poblaciones in Santiago which showed a high proportion of natives 
complemented by a high proportion of long-time residents who had 
migrated to Santiago in the distant past* Cf* Alejandro Portes - (op»cit.)
pp. 16-20* ... -

12/ R* Cardona - (op*cit.) pp* 68-70. Similar findings are reported for 
Bogotá by Plinn and his associates. (Cf • .i.L, Flinn - “Rural to xirban 
migration: a Colcmbian case". Land Tenure Center, University of »/isconsin, 
RP No* 19* wT.L* Flinn and James N* Converse - "Ei^t assumptions 
concerning rural-urban migration in Colombia: a three-shantytown test".
Land Economics. Vol. 46, no* 4, pp. 456-466, 1970*

/In Guatemala
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In GuatemaXa City, Cuevas notes that the residents of marginal 
séttlemeñts ¿(Inprise some 10 per cent of the city^s populatiehiand that 

' three-̂ cjuarters of them have previously resided in other pai^s of the city*̂ *̂ / 
In-^eAezueia,' shantytowns are reported te comprise about 35 per cent of 
the popxilation of Caracas and 50 per cent of that of liarasaiboj Kay 
demonstfates that most rancho residents are migrants but that practically 
all of thetn came from barrios within the. city, itself, not from, the 
contryside.-^^ Gdrroborative evidence on this ppint is reported by liangin 
for. such a wide range of eities ai Hio de Janeiro, Barranquülâÿ Panama 
City and Montevideo*^^ ‘

In shorty whereas earlier studies anphasiaed a one-to-one relationship 
between a mass rural exodus and the origin and growth of urban marginal 
settlmnents on the peripheiy, several investigations in the last decade , 
would portray a-significantly different situation*

Beginning with a more enccanpassing definition of marginality and . 
controlling for ’ such irxiependent variables as rural-urban origin and iuration 
of residence, available data would point to the following patterns. Firstly, 
peripheral shantytowns continue to be populated in large part by migrants 
but their proportions are decreasing» Sebondly, the migrants living in 
peripheral shantytowns do-not came directly from rural areas but rather 
a great jaájority have had prior esqperience in urban living both in other 
towns and cities and in different sectors of their present eity of residence. 
Concomitantly, „the migrants living in outlying.marginal settlements had 
been living in the city for sane time prior to taking up residence on the 
fringe. ■ ■ ' ' ' ■ ■■ ' ' V

i2/

W

W

M.e, Cuevas —  "Análisis de'tres áreas marginales de la «iudad de 
Guatemala" iri: Prebl^ias de'la Urbartizacién en Guat^ala. Piinisterio 
'de Educacién» GitW in William Mamin Cop.oit.) P oB.
laiton Ray -■ "Thé political life of a Venezuelan barrio", (mímeo) 
cited in Mangin (op.cit.) p. 68.
vi. Mangin - (op.cit.) p. 6*8. *

/3. Problgas
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3» Probl^s in the two perspectives

The tv/o contrastiiog approaches outlined here are decidedly 
oversimplified yet correspond, on the iirçortant issues, with 
verifiable trends in the investigation of marginality and migration.
Yet, this second (and presumably more accurate) visiox. of the problem 
immediately begs the question - if peripheral shantytowns include but 
a very aaall proportion of recent arrivals in the city, where do the 
incoming waves of migrants establish themselves? Obviously, no one 
would hazard the assertion that migrations to large cities are at a stand
still nor that the latest arrivals are not scmehow being accomodated in 
the cities. Hence, one of the probloms raised by the more recent formulation 
of the migration —  marginality relation is that of establishing the initial 
urban foothold of migrants vdiile they are supposedly acquiring the means 
and the degree of urban know-how which will permit them to eventually set 
up residence on the periphery.

One answer to this question which has been put forth is that recent 
arrivals are funnelled directly to the deteriorating and therefore least- 
expensive residential sections of the central city. Such a move purportedly 
permits the recent migrant to find lodgings in keeping vdlth his m.ea.g&r 
resources vdiile at the sarae time providing easy access to the centrally- 
located sources of unbilled transitory amployment,

Dietz notes, for instance, that in Lima, the most readily - availàble 
menial and unskilled jobs are to be found in the center of the city, 
especially around La Parada^ the sprawling downtown îdiolesale maiicet.
'•Living in such a locale allows a migrant to become acculturatéd to an 
xirban way of life. Such acculturation may include mary necessary and 
profound steps if the individual is to succeed a M  survive in the city: 
he may have to learn what it means to live in a money econony vhen his 
previous e3q>eriences have been largely with subsistence agriculture. He 
may have to learn, or at least to improve, his Spanish, change his dress, 
and become accustomed to what is likely to be an entirëly new way of 
working, living and thinking**

16/ Henry Dietz - "Urban squatter settlements'in Peru; a case history and 
analysis". Journal of Inter-American Studies  ̂11 (3), July 1969, 
pp. 360-361.

/In such
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In áuch a perspective, the ansv/er that recwt arriy are customarily 
channelled to inexpensive centrally-located housing makes considerable 
logical sense. Unfortunately, eB?)irical evidence is too sketchy to permit 
verification of this plausible argument. Peripheral shantytowns and 
squatter settlements have ever been a more attractive site for investigation: 
and scant attention has been paid to other types of lower-strata settl^nents* 
Several ic^jressionistic statements would bear out the pattern of direct 
migration to the debarring central city and Cardona reports that three- 
quarters of the peripheral shantytown residerrt migrants which-he survey«! 
in Bogotá had established their first residence upon arrival in the .City 
in rented central city rooms or houses*^^ Asides from this investigation, 
however, satisfactory data are altogether lacking.

In light Of the foregoing, we can state that the most plausible 
hypothesis now available concerning, marginality and migration is that 
recent lower-strata migrants, particvilarly if they proceed from small 
towns and iniral areas^ establidi their residence in the lov̂ -rent centrol 
city areas vdiere they will have access to the most readÜy-available 
unskilled jobs; several years thereafter, having become accustomed to 
the ways of city life, to the vagaries of bureaucratic procedure or to 
the merits of gjroup Organization, they become candidates for a move to 
the peripheral shantytowns vdiere they hope to set up a permanent rent-free 
hcane.

The assumption underlying this perspective of course is that in the, . 
ccm^etition for residential ^ace, the least-equipped inhabitants are •; 
shunted off towards the'least desirable areas. Consequently, peripheral ■ 
shantytowns are implicitly rated above other marginal residential sectors.- ■
Is this assumption readily justifiable or is it merely a convenient 
explanatory instruments

In Santiago, Roseribluth made an extensive listing and classification 
of marginal populations, and pointed to.three principal categories of 
marginal nuclei - the conventillos, the callampas and the pqblacidn sub-urbana 
(or, ssmi-segregated urban nuclei). The conventillos are centrally-located

17/  Cardona -  (o p .c it . ) ,  pp, 69-72 .
Vin the
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in the oldest proletarian residential areas of the city vdaile the two 
other types of marginal settlsaent are located on the periphery* In this 
particular instance, accounting for such factors as type of housing, 
availability of \irban services, overcrowding, access to place of work 
and stability, Rosenbluth actually finds that one type of peripheral 
settlanent, the callampas. are.a decidedly inferior residential habitat, 
by comparison to the central conventillos*^^

To what extent does this relative ecological sealing prevail in 
other Latin American cities? Again, available data are deficient in this 
respect. In a recent au*vey of lima, the entire city was subdivided into 
five more or less hcmogeneous strata and considerable use has been made 
of this scale for analytic purposes,r^ However, both the lowest two levels, 
Tniiich are ccmmonly-identified with marginal residential sectors, include 
peripheral as well as centraHy-located sectors; moreover, neither provides 
the fine type of discrimination which the present objectives would require.
In Rio de Janeiro, one can find speciaul tabulations on the favelas both in 
census.and other suarv^ materials but again no distinctions are made between 
type and location by comparative conposition of the constituent sub-groups.

To be sure, various investigations have reported the existence of a 
hierarchy among marginal settlements as well as among the inhabitants of 
these settlements. On Rio’s morros. for instance, the authors of the 
SMMkCS study indicated a gradient in the socio-economic level of favela- 
dwellers from the bottcan to the top of»the hills; more accessible and more 
amenable-to-construction terrains at lo^r levels resulted in higher land 
values and, on the basis of the same criteria^ the uppermost favela shacks 
were inhabited by the poorest favelados,'^^ Martins aiui Cardoso also indicate 
a clearly-visible stratification system in the favelas of Rio and Sao Paulo

18/ Rosenbluth"Problemas ..." (op.eit.̂ , chapters 3 and 4.
12/ Cf. for Instance, Violeta Gonzalez de Villacorta — "Peni: migración, 

educación y fecundidad en los estratos sociales bajos de íáma Metro
politana", Santiago, 1970 (mimeo), R^ública del Peni, DipiC- 
Encuesta de Inmigración. Lima Metropolitana (various numbers).

20/ SAOMAGS — "Aspectos humanos da favela carioca", 0 Estádo de Sao Paulo. 
special ,^pl®ients 1 and 2, April 13 and 15, Sao Pauio, I960,

/which result
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which result in differential behavioural and attitudinal patterns 
atnong the various strata*^^

¡Turner, generalizing from his e:q)eriehces in several Latin Aijierican 
citiea on the west coast distinguishes between marginal settlanents in 
terms,df the:̂ . potentialitiee for groidih ard improvement (incipient vs» 
s«ni-provisional and provisional, ard> inproving vs. stagnating, and 
deteriorating) as well as in* terms of the functions th^^ performi for 
their inhabitants (bridgehead vs* consolidation).^^ DESAL formulated 
a typology of poblaciones in Chile grouping than in ascendent order 
according to the socio-econadLc characteristics of their inhabitants; 
the scale ranges fr m  the callampas at the loiirest level to the residential 
clusters constructed by CCEVI and other institutions*.^^

All of these criteria and their resulting dassificatory schemes have 
an obvious utility but frcp our point of view in trying to asesa the nature 
and direction of migratory flow to the urban marginal population, the main 
problem is that precious little information is available concerning the 
relative ccsnposition of the various classes of marginal popdations* v/e 
attempted verifying the conanonly-held notion that recent migrants are more 
likely to be directed towards the least desirable residential areas in the 
centrd city while acquiring the urban savoir.-faire for an eventual move 
to the supposedly superior housing on .the periphery*' But, upon examining 
available evidence, it was found that in at least one city, Santiago, the 
central city marginal clusters.are ret the lowest rung on the residential 
scale by sones* Comparable. city-»wide information for other cities was not 
uncovered by the present .research.

Hence, in the absence of .further systematic evidence concerning the 
residential distribution of migrants by origin and by duration of residence.

23/ C exil« Martins and F.H., Cardoso — ”La. favela: estràtificacién interna y 
participación politica“. Seminar on Mardnalitv in Latin America.

. sponsored by BID and PLADDES, Santiago, November'1970.. ‘ ■
22/ • J.Ck Ttirner - “Uncontrolled urban settlements problem^ and policies“. 

International Social Development Revleiw. Mo*.vl> D.N» New Xo*’k, 1968, 
pp* 107i-128. ,

23 / Cited in  Rosenbluth “La partidipaciÓ n..»“ (o p .c it* ) .  pp. 1L-1A»

/the notion
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the notion of a central city clustering of recent migrants and of a gradual 
shifting of these same migrants towai*ds the outácirts over time remains a 
plausible explanation but nothing more tangible. Moreover, with respect to 
our central problon of the contribution of migrants to áiantytown growth, 
the data limitations are even more blatant if we attaipt analysis on a 
large scale.

Given these circumstances, we will concentrate on the relationships 
between migration and the growth of lower-strata residential nuclei in one 
city where available data sources are in many ways exceptional. As a 
result of the heated public debate generated by the rapid growth of favelas 
in Rio during the years immediately following iflforld i/iar II, the Instituto 
Brasileiro de Geografía e Bstatlstica (IBGE) undertook, as part of its 1950 
census prograime, the preparation of extensive special tabulations relating 
solely to the favela population. This proc«iur« was repeated in I960 (and 
presumably in 197®) and the extensive information contained therein can 
further be coirplemented by asocial survey carried out in 1965. The nature 
of these data, coupled with the importance of Rio de Janeiro among Latin 
American cities plus the prcaninence of its favela population, lend particular 
interest to a case study of migration’s relation to favela growth in that 
city,-^

24/ To be sure, the Rio data cannot be considered as y^resentative 
of other cities. Topographical, peculiarities have dictated that 
the expansion of the city be restricted to growth within a 90 
degree radius.. Moreover, within this limit, a major moimtain 
range, the Serra da Carioca, divides the city into two unequal 
parts and further impedes nomal development. These features 
have obvious implications for oUr stuc^. For instance, it becoaes 
less meaningful to discuss »center’ and ’periphery’ than in a city 
which has the potential of expanding in ever-increasing circles 
around a basic nucleus.

/II. migration
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II* MIGRA.TION.iiND ,THB GROv/TH OF FAVELAS IN RdDO 'DE JAI®IH0

ks early as the 1880 *s, the prolifei'ation of sIibbs ̂ dth:ih the city 
of Rio de Janeiro gave rise to tirgent public debate* At that time# the 
poorest population was sheltered in sprawling collective dwellings in the 
very center of the city. During the early years of the 20th century, the 
opening of the Avenida Central (later, .Avenida Rio Branco) in the heart of 
the central business district caused the d^lition of some tv#o to three 
thousand buildings and forced former central slum residents to relocate , 
on the periphery* The suburban movement of population in the early decades 
of this century was favoured by a relatively well-org^aized and inea|3ensive 
transpo3rbatipn system*

This systw, however, was unable to accomodate the great increase of 
Siburban population which began in the 1930’ŝ  nourished^ an influx of 
migrants into the city as a result, of a depressed agricultural economy and 
the development of urbaiw-industrial industry* Faced with an aggravated, 
housing and transportation problem in a city whi<d̂  by nature of its location 
and topography, could only expand unidimensionally within a 90 degree 
radius, the growing lower strata population chose the only expedient vdiich 
provided inexpensive housing and accessibility to place of work, that, is, 
vertical expansion on hills and mountains and, invasion of vacant lowlands* 

This ccmplex of interrelated economic difficulties gave rise to the 
modern favelas and our concern here will be with their recent’growth ^namics* 
More ^ecifici^y, we will examine the size and location of favela 
populations, their differential growth by geogr^hi'cal. sectors, the 
residential distribution, of migrants' and the contribution of migration 
to favela growth.

1* .Size, and location of favelas
Despite the supei*iority of available information on Rio* s favelas, 

the exact size of the favela population at any one time cannot be affirmed*
At least twelve surveys proposing to investigate the number of favelas and 
favelados in the city were carried out between 1946 and 1965} starting out

/with varying
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with varying operational definitions, the^ surv^s often arrived at
25/inconq>atible findings*—"

Evaluating these various data sources, it can be asserted that the 
three pritnary surveys to be utilized in this section represent only the 
Kiinifisum number of readil^-visible and readily-identifiable favelas vàlidi 
exist in Rio* Nevertheless^ the survey criteria adopted for the delimitation 
of favelas in these investigations have the merit of being uniform over time; 
moreover, if we assimie, as is reasonable, that the characteristics of the 
norv-enumerated population do not differ systematically from those of favelados 
who were included in the tabulations, the resulting information is worthy 
of credit,

a) Favela growth 1950--65
The criteria defining a favela in the IBQE*s 1950 census of 

favelas were fivefold?
i) size: the agglomeration to be considered as a favela normally 

exceeds 50 buildings or dwellings,
ii) type of dwelling: the predcaninance of shacks and nstic

dwellings usually constructed of galvanized dieets, planks 
or similsir materials,

iii) juridical condition: construction carried out without benefit 
of licenses or inq>ections, on land belonging to third parties 
or whose ownership is unknown.

iv) public improvements: absence in part or in vvhole of lighting, 
telephones, sewers, and running water,

v) urbanization: lacking proper division-of streets, numbering,
 ̂ feeing or rating system,^^

Using these criteria, the IBGE in 19^0 recorded the presence of 
58 favelas sheltering I69 305 inhabitants corresponding to 7*1 per cent 
of the city's total population. According to an admission made by the 
census directors, these results, because of methodological problems.

25/ For further details on these surv^s, their methodology and results,
cf, George Martine - Internal Migration and its consequences; the case 
of Guanabara State, University iiicrofilms, Ann Arbor Mchigan,
pp. 217-225.

/cannot be
26/  Cf, Guiraaraes (o p .c it , ) .  pp. 250-251*
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cannot be considered as referring to î he totality .of, the. city* s favela 
population; th^ include only those inhabitants of the. 58 favelaa vhich 
could be located and investigated*-^

In I960, the i B ®  adopted the same criteria as. before, with t^e 
exception that the minimum requisite number of dwellings v^s caaitted*^^ 
Partly as a result of this modified classificatory system, the IBGE; noted, 
the existence of 147 favelas; these include 33?i4CX3 inhabitants or, an . 
increase of almost 3XX) per cent, over the numbw of favelados enun^erated 
in 1950t In con:?)ariqon, the population of the entire oity increased by 
only 39 per cent in the interimj as a result of these differential, rates 
of growth "official" favelados increased their proportion of thq. total 
population from 7*1 per cent in 1950 to 12*1 per cent in 1960*^^

Our latest source of information on the favelas at the present time 
is a sample survej'̂  carried out by the State of Guanabara in 1965* Therein, 
the I960 census classification of favelas was adopted amd, as a consequence, 
the total number of favelados was probably underestimated in proportions 
similar to those omitted in I960* In arxjr case, this survey reported 
327,800 favelados, an increase of 11 per cent over 1960*^r^ This^ 
however, i^ould not be interpreted as necessarily indicating a decreasing 
rate of favela growth since methodological considerations certainly 
decreed the qbtention of this minimal figure*

■ M d ,  p/ 2^^ -
28/ IBGE - Sinopse ih:eliminar do Censo Demoeráfido, 1960* Estado da 
. GuSnabara. 1940, p * X ^  .
29/ IBGE - "As favelas do Estadd da Guanabara segundo o cense de 

1960", in Características Demográficas e Sociais de ]totvKÍe da 
Guanabara, Rio de Janeiro 196¿>IÍGE Cense Demogrdfíce de
1960,. Ravelas de Estado da Guanabara. Rio de Janeiro,<1968.

30/ Estado da Guanabara, Secretaria, do Govern** — Estados Garlooas, 
Vol» ^, Mobilidade Topulac ionaJL e Condic oes Soc io-Economic as« 
Rio de Janeiro, Í9¿5 (no pá^i^tíon)-, '

/b) Lecation
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b) Locati*in of fa velas
Although the fig\arès quoted above probably underestimate the 

true population ef thé favelas, the inç>«rtant definitions and data 
collection procedures utilized therein remain unchanged. Consequently, 
the geographical distriisution of favelas, and particularly the growth of 
favelas in the intercensal period in the various censué regions should be 
coherent from one date to another.

; In 1950, as shown in table 1 and figvire 1, the majority of favelades 
were located in three census zones; Tijuca, litoral and Orla Norte ef 
Guanabara Bay. The first two census zones are iu*imarily residential areas 
while the third is a zone of industrial expansion traversed by most of 
the main railroads and thoroughfares. On the basis of information 
relating to the ecological function of each zone, it is fair to assume 
that the favelas of the southern Literal and Orla Sul generally provided 
housing for domestic enployees catering to the needs of the high and 
middle class population of these residential areas, as well as 
laborers for the construction boom being experienced by these zones.
The smaller favelas Of the central region likely provided shelter 
for lower class workers in service and^comnterce activities of the 
central business district as well as for dock-workers in the nearby 
port facilities. The numerous favelades installed in the’more remote 
zones of Tijuca, Meier and Orla Norte were, in all probability, 
largely eiiployed in the industrial and manufacturing concerns 
proliferating in the northern section of the city.

As in evident from’ table 1 and figure 1, the favela population 
did not grow at the same rate throughout the city during the 1950-60 
decade. Generally, growth was much more rapid in the northern part 
of the state than in the more traditional favela zones of the south , 
and center. In absolute terms, the increase was highest in Orla Norte 
where about 72,000 new favelados were en^lmerated by the I960 census.
Next came the Tijuca zone with an increase of 25,600, followed the 
Litoral with an increase of 20,700. In relative terms, Madureira, a

/mixed industrial
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mixed industrial and lower-class residential, area, ,î d̂ t;he highest 
percentage growth (i^^) followed, by Orla îiortç, Canç,* Grande and 
lijuca - ali of these being located to,the north ef^the central, 
buèiness district. Moreover, inç)ortant nçw groirth was registered, iii 
thfe northern peripheral areas of Irajá and Anchieta as well as bp the 
Iliia do Governader.

Thus, decennial growth rates show that favela development,is 
prepjwadejrantly taking place on the northern periphery of the state.
This notable increase in the northern areas can tentatively, be 
attributed to the saturation of the favelas in the southern and central 
zones and by the exhaustion of all open lands and accessible hills in 
that part of the city. Additionally, northern favela develepment 
vras probably enhanced by the concentration of manufacturing axú 
industrial concerns in that area.

The trend towards peripheral eaqjansion of favelas in the northern 
zone is confirmed by a recent map provided by, COHAB which is reproduced 
in figure 2. Although, not strictly comparable to the 1950 and I960 
censuses, the information shown therein again illustrates accentuated, 
northern expansien. According te, this map, in 1967, 51 per pent of 
all favelados were established in the Orla Norte and in the distant 
zones of Caitç)e Grande, Madureira and Irapá while the Tiquea zone 
sheltered another 9 per cent. In contrast, the litoral. Orla Sul 
and Center altogether contained only 16.per cent of the total favela 
populatien, , .

In brief, from oiur study of the growth and location of favelas, 
we conclude to intensified shanty-town .e^ension in the whole-of Rio 
de Janeiroi this ejcpansion is particularly noticeable in the northern 
regions of the state as a consequence of, the saturation of older sites 
in. the southern zone add intensification of industrial growth 
attracting low-wage workers to the northern sector.

/Table 1'
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-íTable 1
L O C A T I O I í - : # : - HATES BY :CENSUS ZONES,

1 *
Census
Zones [' ff'-'j: ' I960 1950'

Absolute
increase
1950-60

Increasè
1950-60

làtoral'.. . f ' . *■, 55 906 35 222 20 684 59
: 2.' Orla Norte 111 540 39 679 ; 71 861 181

Orla Central 12 177 10 230 • 1- .947 19
‘'4. Orla Sul 11 215 7 876 3 339 43
5* Tijuca 63 567 37 930 25 637 68
6. .Heier 43 722 ' 30 559 13 163 43

?• Madureira 6 497 2 071 4 426 214
Campo Grande , 14 353 , 5 938 8 415 142

9. Ira jà 8 950 •M 8 950 -
10. Anchieta 3 077 . ~ . 3 077 -
11. Uhas 6 408 - 6 408

Total 337 412 169 505 167 907

Sources: IBGE — Censo Demográfico. Distrito, Federal. 1950: IHíS - Censo
Demográfico. I960 - Favelas do Estado da Quanabara« Rio de Janeiro, 
1968.

/Figure 1
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Group Location
1,2,3 - Litoral and Orla Sul 
4,5 - Orla Central and I. Governad,
6,7,8 - Orla Norte 
9,10 - Tijuca, Meier 
11 - Medureira, Irajá, Anchiéta
12,13 - Jacarepaguá and Campo Grande 
14,15

Figure 2 - LOCATION OF FAVELAS CLUSTERS, 196? 
No, of Favelas Population

51 190;800
14 27;400
48 281;700
28 85;000
23 85; 600.
17 36,700
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Source í COHAB, í%p of Favelas, 1Q6?
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2* Mtgratiw. favela coggj^^tion ard fa vela growth
Whatever-tBe relative merits of/previously-cited figures on total 

size of the faveia population, one fact ’is unquestionable, namely that 
the number of people living in Rio * s lower strata, sectors is growing 
rapidly. In demographic tern®,-what accounts for the increment of 
faveia population? Because of •the Imprecise and changing nature of 
faveia doundaries, it is evidently ii%)ossible to formulate intercensal 
migration estimates, nevertheless pertinent information on the role

r
played by migration in faveia growth can, gained by comparing data on 
the itate of birth of favelados at various dates.*

In 1950, KKire than 61 per cent of Rio^s favelados were born else
where than in Rio, By contrast, in the city of Rio de Jeneire, migrants; 
made up only 40 per cent of the total population.^^ In ter^ of • 
origin, ss shown in table 2,. migrants from the neighboring states of 
Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais constituted 28 per cent and 17 per cent, 
respectively, of enumerated favelados in 1950, The relatively small 
but adjacent state of Espirito Santo at this time contributed as much 
as did the entire Northeastern region, both yielding in the vicinity 
of 6 to 7 P®r cent of all favelados. The larger but more distant state 
of Bahia contributed some 2 per cent of all favelados while all the other 
states of Brazil together yielded another 2 per cent.

As can be seen from table 2, two significant changes occurred 
between 1950 end I960 in the composition by birthplace of the faveia 
population. Firstly, by I960, the proportion of all favelados born 
elsewhere than in Rio had dropped nine percentage points; nevertheless 
the, migrants again constituted a much larger proportion of favelados than 
of \the city's populatien at the same date since only 38 per cent of all 
Rio’s residents were migrants as of I960, as compared to 53 per cent Of all 
iavelados.

^1/ The background Information on the total population of Rio de
Janeire which is presented here and in subsequent pajges is taken /, 
from Kartine (op, cit.) especially chapters 3 end 5.

/Table 2
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Table 2 .
PIACE OP BIRTH OF THE FaV EU POPULATION, 1950, I960 ár¿ 1965

Place of Birth 1950 I960 1965

Rio de Janeiro (city) 38.7 47.2 51.4
All Others 61.3 52.8 48.6

Bahia 1.8 2,2 2.7
Mims Gerais 16.5 11.4 9.0
Espirito Santp 7.1 4.8 , 3.5
Rio de Janeiro (state) 27*5 16.8 14.9
Northeast 5.9 14.0 15.0
Other states 2.4 2.2 , 2.5
Foreigners 1.4 1.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: IBGE - Revista Brasileira de Estati stica.- lA .(55), 1953;
IBGE — Censo Demoeráfico. I960. Favelas do Estado da Guanábara. 
Rio de Jaheiro, 1 % 8  '
Guanabara State Survey. Voi. 5, 1965.

/Secondly, important
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Secondly, importent alteration^ were registered in the relative 
contrihution of various states and regions to Rio*s favelas between 
1950-60} while the proportion of all favelados constituted by migrants 
from-the nearby states of Rio-de Janeiro, tîinas Gerais-and Espîrito 

'•■Santo decreased inçiortantly, that constituted by Northeiasterns rose 
from 6 to 14 per cent, testifying to the sweeping social, demographic 
and economic changes which shook the Northeast during the Ì950’s,

- These modifications by migrant origin are again reflective of changing 
migration patterns at the city level.

These same two trends persisted to 1965 when native Cariocas 
constituted, for the first time, the majority of all favelados. According 
to table 2, 51*4 per cent of the total fayela poptilation were natives of 

, Rio as of 1965* jSince this change is of considerable significance, the 
increasingly preponderant role of Cariocas in favela growth receive more 
detailed attention below. For the present, looking at the conposition of 
the migrant population in 1965, it can be noted that, in conformity with 
1950-60 trends, the proportion of all favelados constituted by migrants 
from the Northeast continued to increase; hence, by 1965, this contigent 
represented the largest of all itiigrant groups in the favelas.

Concomitantly, the propertioh of fa-velados from the adjacent states 
of Rio de Janeiro, Minas feereis and EspfiMtb Santo, continued to decrease. 
It is in|)ortaht to noté, howevèr, that ih absolute terms, the number of 
favelados from each of these states was still rising, ' Yet, the absolute 
increase in the number of favelados from the Northeast was greater than 
that from all other states combined during the 1950-65 period. 
Interestingly enough, the increase in the proportion of favelades from 
the Northeast rxins counter to the trend noted in the examinatien of 
migration streams to the city of Rioj this would thus indicate that a 
growing proportion of Northeasterners are finding their way into the 
favelas.

Thus, over the 1950-65 period, the predominant trend evident in the 
demographic conposition of favela population related to the increasing 
predominance of native Cariocas, How can this steady rise be interpreted? 
Is it due to the worsening of living conditions among native Cariocas

/and hence.
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snd hende^ either to tho reciassification of other residential areas as favelas 
or,,to mass movements of Cariocas f r m  other residential areas into the 
favelas? Or is it due to internal changes in the demographic structure 
of the favela population?

The answer appears to be in the second alternative, more specifically 
from-the fact that a substianilal proportion of all native favelados are,
-in all likelihood, born to mi^ant parents but registered as. netiye 
Cariocas because born after their parents’ arrival in the state. Indeed, 
the mere scruting of the comparative age structure of migrants and n*n~ 
migrants in table 3 would tend to confirm this explanation since it 
reveals that the great majority of Garioca favelades are in the youngest 
age groups, while migrants are disproportionably foimd in the central 
age categories. Thus, for instance, in each of the 1950, I960 and 1965 
surveys, close to '70 per cent of all favelados born in Rio were less than 
fifteen years old. By contrast, the ^eat majority of favelados born 
elsewhere than in Rio were in the 15-39 age groins.

These figures, taken by themselves, would already suggest that a 
substantial proportion of Cariocas in the favelas are, in all probability, 
the children of migrants. To test this hypothesis, some sinple 
calculations can be performed. The various steps involved in this 
technique can be sxjmmarized as follows:

1) It is first necessary to assurae that the fertility rc-ite (in this 
case, the Child-i.Joman Ratio) sf migrant and non-migrant favela lioiaen in the 
childbearing age groups will be approximately equal. Since we are trying 
to demonstrate that migrants accovint for the majority of native births 
in the favelas, this assumption is essentially conservative since in 
actuality, the Child-Woman Ratio of migrants is likely t* be higher than 
that of natives. This latter affirmation is based not so much on the 
expectation that the usual native-migrant differential will hold true 
in the favelas, but rather on the easily-verifiable fact that migrant 
women in the age group 15-49 are predominant in the central childbearing 
ages i.e. - iii the age groups normally associated viith high fertility.

/Table 3
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Table 3

AGE CaiPOSITlON OF RIO'S FAVELA POPUIATION, BI PLACE OF BIRTH,
1950, I960 and 1^65 .

Age 1950
P l a c e 0 f B i r t h 

I960..... 1965
Rio all

otheî a
Rio all

. ottiers
Rio a n

others

O - 14 ’ 67.1 17.4 73.4 15-0 68.3 11.4
1 5 - " 3 9 26^ 60.2 22.2 58.8 25.5 56.3

4^ . u-- ■ 6,7 22.4 4i4 26.2 6.2 32.3

Total ioo.b 100.0 '100.0 100.0 109.0 100.0

Sources: Revista Brasilelra de Estatistica. 14 (55), 1953j IBGE -
Censo baac)ki*df ico, 1960'. Fave^as do E stado da Guanabara. 
Rio de Qaambara State Survey. Vol« 571(965.

/2) Calculate
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2) Calculate the Chiid-Womaii Ratio foi* the total favela populètion. 
For instance, in 1950^ a total of ¿».6,115 women in thé childbearing ages 
had borne a total of 26,850 children aged 0-4, for a Ghild-Womto Ratio
of 583. Of these 26,850 favela children, 3>997 were migrants and 
22,853 were natives of Rio.

3) Assuming that ihe Child-¥oman Ratio of native women is equal 
to that of favela women (cf. N° 1 above), the number of children aged
0-4 born to native woi^n as of 1950 can be calculated. Thus, if
1,000 favela women had 583 children, then 9>460 native favela women had
5.515 children. This is equal to 24.1 per cènt of the 22,853 native 
children aged 0̂ -4 and present in the favelas as of 1950.

4) The remainder of all favela children aged 0-4 (26,850 minus
5.515 or, 21,335) were therefore born to migrant women. But of these 
21,335, some 3,997 children were themselves migrants, that is, they 
were born prior to their parents’ arrival in Rio. Hence, 17,338 
(i.e,, 21,335 minus 3,997) native children agod 0-4- in 1950 wére born to 
migrant parents after their arrival in the city. This represents
75.9 per cent of the 22,853 native children aged 0-4 and living in the 
favelas as of 1950.

From these calc\al'ations, we thvis conclude that at least 75.9 per 
cent of all 0-4 favela children reported as natives of Rio in 1950 were 
actually born to migrant'parents. Performing similar calcxilations on 
I960 data, we find that migrants account for 75.2 per cent of all native 
children aged 0-4 in I960. Were we to possess information bn the age- 
specific fertility of niigrant and native wornen, it is certain that, 
given the older median age of migrant women, this preportion could well 
be ever 80 per cent.

Although these computations cannot be performed for 1955 and 1965, 
the proportions computed for 1950 and I960 are so similar (i.e., 75.9 per 
cent and 75.2 per cent) that we can safely assume that at least 75 per 
cent of the native children aged 0-4 in 1955 and 1965 were also born 
to migrant parents. In short, given the essentially conservative 
assumptions on which these confutations are based, it can be deduced

/that at
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that, at least 75 per cent o| all native children fern in the favelas 
l^tween 1945 an<3 1965 were in fact born to migrant parents.,

These findings thus indicate that the increasing proportion ef 
native Cariocas is attributable, not to the mass movement of Cariocas 
from other residential areas into the favelas or to the reclassification 
of other sites as favelas, but rather to the fertility of migrant 
favel.ados after their arrival in Rio, Indeed, if we consider the fact 
that native Cariocas aged 0-4 in 1950 will be aged 15-19 iu 1965,,and 
that similarly, the 0-4 age group in 1955 and in I960 will be aged 
10-14 end 5-9, respectively, in 1965,. then it can be deduced from the 
above confutations that some 75 per cent of the <1-4, 5-9, 10-14 and 
15-19 natives present in the favelas as of 1965 were the children of 
migrant women. Thus, of the 149,341 native favelados. aged 0-19 , 
enumeratod in the 1965 survey, at least 112,000 were born to migrant 
parents; this represents almost 60 per cent of all native favelades 
living in Rio at that date. In short, even eithout considering the 
migrant offspring aged 20 and over, migrants and their children made 
up some 80 per cent of all Rxo's favelados in 1965,

Paradoxically, however, population growth in the favelas is, 
increasingly attributable to natural increase amwng present favelados 
rather than to in-movenfnt from other states. Although it is iirpessible 
to calculate the relative contribution of migration and natural increase 
in the total growth of the fayela population, it, is nevertheless 
interesting to co^are the growth rates of the native and migrant̂  . , 
favela population. For instance, it is of s°®e significance that during 
the 195<^4p period, the native population grew by 150 per cent while

' t ,  . . . .  , .

that of migrant favelados grew by only 74 per cent; similarly in the 
1960-65 period, the increase of native favelados was eleven times 
greater that that of. migrants. Moreover, the role of migrations per se 
in fevela growth can be expected to decrease rapidly in coming years 
as native favelados born to migrants in earlier years now reach the, 
childbearing age groups in larger numbers and produce a second generation 
of native favelados,.

/3. Margjnality
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3. Marglnslity and the residential distribution
of migrants

The previous section has demonstrated that migrants are dis
proportionately represented in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro by coiaparison 
to the entire city population. Nevertheless, it was also established 
that the favelas are progressively being populated by native-born 
residents although migrants .have, in the past, b«en responsible for the 
greater share of favela growth, Winthih a larger perspective of the 
migration process, it is now of some interest to ask - is the absorption 
of migrants into marginal residential areas characteristic of the 
majority of migrants? Do migrants tend to cluster in other areas as 
well? What proportion of all migrants end up in the favelas? How does 
duration of residence affect the migrants’ ability to cou^ete for more 
desirable residential space?

In effect, the analysis of the interplay between migration and 
ecological stratification cannot be adequately investigated by referring 
solely to infonnation on the favela population since the latter procedure 
throws no light on the relative adjustment of migrants to urban life. 
Available information on Rio de Janeiro, though less conplete than would 
be desired (since they do not permit discrimination of differences 
between various classes of favelas) are nevertheless of unusual breadth 
and quality in this matter, : , . - • -

For purposes of the aforementioned 1965 survey, the city of Rio 
was sub-divided into twelve zones: eleven of these correspond to fairly 
well delineated ecological areas while the twelth is con?)rised by all 
of the city's favelas, regardless of their location. Table 4 confuted 
from the survey’s information, shows the percentage of the total population 
and of migrants and non-migrants in each of the zones.

These census zones are, evidently, less than homogeneous, yet 
taking each as a unit, a ranking order valid for the global population 
of each can nevertheless be established. In order to gauge the relative 
’’residential desirability” of each census zone, a rough index was

/Table 4
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formulated based on residents’ average income,According to this • 
indexi the best residential area is formed by the Litoral zone (which 
includes the beach area centered bn Copacabana, Leblon, Ipanema^ etc,), 
followed by Orla Sul (Botafogo, Catete, Fiamengo, Laranjeiras, Urea) 
and Tijuca, The poorest residential areas Are formed by Campo Grande,
Iraja and lastly, the favelas. This ranking order, reprodticed in 
table 4j is necessarily approximative, yet it corresponds quite closely 
\irith a popularly-acknowledge hierarchy of residerttial desirability and . 
with the average advertised rental values in each zone.

Pairing first the migrant and non-migrant blocs aixi con^aring 
their residential distribution across various zones, wé make the 
discover^’' that migrants are, on the vdiols, apparently better off 
than native Cariecas. Indeed, migrants have higher proportions of 
their population living in each of the four ’most desirable’ residential 
areas and their numerical superiority is particularly great in the two 
most exclusive residential zones. Native Cariocas in turn have higher 
proportions of their popiilation than migrants in each of the intermediary 
and lower level residential areas, except in the Central zone and the 
favelas. Interestingly enough, however, the migrants' preponderance in 
the favelas is as large as it was in the most exclusive residential areas. 
As a matter of fact, more migrants live in the fàvelas than in any other 
single census district.

Turning now to the residential distribution of, migrants from, each, 
of the several states and regions, we find one group enjoying a distinct 
advantage over both native Cariocas and fellow-migrants; this privileged 
group is constituted by the residual ’’Others" category which is largely 
made up of migrants from the more developed Southern states, particiilarly 
from the state of Sao Paulo, This group has better than one-third of 
its total living in the two foremost residential areas and by for the 
lowest proportion in the four least desirable areas.

Of the remaining five migrant groups shown in table 4, four have 
thin largest contingents residing in the favelas and the fifth (migrants 
from Minas Gerais) has a slightly higher proportion in the best residential

32/ This information on residents’ average income wa£_taken from the 
1965 Guanabara State
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area ¡than in the favelas* ..But at the same time, all five group? have, 
a higher proportion of their, respective totals living in the two most 
exclusive, residential areas than do native Cariocas, In general terms, 
migrantgS from adjacent llspirito Santo appear to have the least fayprable. 
residential eituetiqn ip that they have the largest proportions living , 
in the favelas and in.the low-class residential areas.

Overall, thS: analysis .of residential distribution would thus 
suggest that migrants are more likely to be accorodated in the two 
extreme residential categories with non-^grants predominating in all 
of the intermediary,positions,. To be sure, this conclusion is subject 
to the classic criticisms of the ecological approachj more specifically, 
it is possible that some of the migrants* residential pre-eminence in 
better areas is due to the eii?)loyment of migrants as doi?»stic employees 
in these districts.

Nevertheless, by the very magnitude of the migrant contingent in 
the better residential areas, it. is possible to assert that the 
proportion of such low-status migrant residents has to be small - or 
else, we would encounter more, live—in dcsaestic employees than other 
categories of residents in the area. Moreover, the disproportionate 
representation of migrants at both extremes of the residential scale is 
consonant with data on the relative -income and education-of migrants 
in Rio which indicate that migration is selective,.of the highest and 
lowest socio-economic strata,

How does the migrants * length of residence, in Rio ¡de Jsne^o 
affect.their residential adaptation? On the assumption that, all other, 
things being equal, the longer nd-Sbants have resided in the city, the 
greater their level of skills and resources and thus the more satisfactory 
their socio-economic adaptations, we would ejipect earlier migrants te be 
residing predominantly in the better residential areas. Computations 
based on duration of’ residence data from the, I960 census were used to 
teat this hypothesis. These- tabulations showed the length of resideiwe

33/ Gf, Martine (op. cit>) chapter 5«
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of migrants to Rio in each of the census zones as of I960, Unfortunately, 
the IBGE did not consider the favelas as a separate entity in these 
particular tabulations and hence favela-dvellers are included as part 
of the population of each of the other census zones. Hence the data 
presented in table 5 are nob strictly-coraparable to those'presented in 

• the previous table. HcvefthelSss, favela-dwellers constitute-but a 
minor segment of each zone's population and consequently the previously- 
elaborated ranking order of residential zones, when*regrouped int*

, broader categories, should remain generally valid when using I960 
census information.

To test the hypothesis that earlier migrants will predominate in 
the better residential areas, census zones were delimited into three 
broad categories following the ranking order elaborated above. The first 
category consists of the four best residential areas - Litoral, Orla Sul, 
Tijuca, and the Ilhas. The second intermediate category is made up of 
the districts of Meier, Orla Norte and Orla Central, while the lowest 
level is made up of the districts of Jacarepagud, Rural, f̂edureî a,
Canpo Grande, Anchieta and Ira^d. As shown in table 5, altogether 
37 per cent of Rio’s migrant pop\ilation lives in the first group of 
districts, 34.1 per cent in the second, and, 29.0 per cent in the 
third cluster.

If our hypothesis was to be horned out, we would expect that the 
propertions of recent arrivals (i.e., those with less than two years 
of residence in Rio) would be small in the first group and larger in 
the other two. As length of residence increased, the proportion in 
the first group should increase to the detriment of proportions in the 
other two groups. Contrary to our expectations, however, exactly the 
opposite patterns hold true. As of I960, 43 per cent of all recent 
arrivals lived in the first group; the proportion dropped to 39 per cent 
for those with 3 to 5 years of residence and to 36 per cent among 
migrants residing in Rio for six or more years. Conversely, the 
intermediate group included 30 per cent of recent arrivals, 33 per cent 
of migrants having 3 to 5 years of residence, 34 per cent of those with 
six or more years of residence and 35 per cent of those with 11 or more 
years of residence in Rio, Similarly, the least desirable residential

/Table 5
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Table 5
DISTRIBOTION OF MlORAWTS Alia© THE BETTER, IKTSMIATE^ AND WCEST 

RgSJDElfflAL EGIffiS OF RIO DE-JAIffilEO, BX DURATION . ,
OP RES'IDiSNCE IN THE CITr

(Percentages)

Residential 
, Zones

Duration of Residence in Rio
to 2 
years

' 3-5 
years

6~10
years

11 t* 
years unknown Total

Better ■ ' 42*8 39.0 35.6 35*6 36.9 36.9

Intermediate 30*4 32;5 34.2 34.8 38.2 34.1
ifiorst 26.7 28.5 3C.2 29.6 24.8 29.0

Total- 400.0 lOp.O IGO.O 100.0 ipo.o IGp.O

Eource: Guanabara State Survey. Vol* 5, 1965*
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areas included 27 per cent of recent arrivals as compared to 29 per ¿ent,
30 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively, of the other three groups.
In short, the data presented in table 5 reveal patterns in exact 
contradiction to our hypothesis.

Two a.lternate explanations can be entertained concerning the 
discrepancy between expected and actual residential patterns. First, 
the patterns shown in table 5 might be attributable to methodological 
problems. In effect, it was noted above that none of the three zones 
represented in this table is completely homogeneous and consequently, 
it is possible that recent arrivals are sttling in the poorer areas of 
the ’Better Residential Zones’, But, this could only occur if either;
a) new inferior residences are being erected within the ’Better 
Residential Zones’, thus providing housing for lower strata recent 
arrivals, or, b) the more established residents of the poorer areas 
within this zone are yielding their places to recent arrivals in order 
to take up residence in Zones II and III.

In actuality, neither of these alternatives merits much credit. 
First, new lowerrclass housing is being erected almost exclusively in 
Zones II and III, and second, even favela housing is more prized in 
Zone I than elsewhere. Hence, to state that recent arrivals are 
replacing more established residents in Zone I would still imply that 
the former dispose of greater resources in the conpetition for space,

A second explanation which merits -more serious attention is that 
recent migrants to Rio de Janeiro are progressively.being selected more 
from the middle and upper strata than were their predecessors. It is 
interesting to note, for instance,, that migrants with six to ten years 
of residence in the city have.residential patterns which are very 
similar to those with 11 or more years of residence in Rio. But the 
three to five year residents have a significantly larger proportion in 
Zone I than did their predecessors and the difference becomes even 
more accentuated among the recent arrivals.

/This finding
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This finding in tiim has a logical explanation related to the 
ôcoiogical expansion of the city of Rio into the adjacent State of..
Rio de Janeiro and thus into coterminous urban areas not covered by 
present census data* It is quite possible in this sense that recent- 
migrants from higher socio«-economic levels do tend to take up- residence 
in the better areas of the city while lower strata arrivals are being 
increasingly channelled out towards peripherical sections of the 
Greater Rio Area, that is, to residential areas located out side the , 
scope of the present data. Such an e3q>lanatien would be consonant with 
the previously-elaborated infornâtion on patterns of favela growth by 
sectors (which shewed that those sectors located on the edge of the city 
have undergone greatest favela ejqjansien), if it is assiimed that this 
peripheral growth is overflowing into the adjacent state.

Summary and conclusions
The primary purpose of the present paper was to discriminate the 

proportion wf urban marginal growth which is attributable to migration. 
Preliminary examination of available materials pointed to a. substantial 
gap between empirical and theoretical approaches to the problem of 
marginality* The latter, with increasing frequency, deal with marginality 
at the level of societal structures, defining the phenomenon as an 
inconplete integration Jf social groups into the central fraa^ork of 
the society. To this «structural marginality", enpirical studies contrast 
an approach marked by the focus on ecologically-delimited clusters of 
lowër-strata population which are'defined à prióri' as "marginal".

The di-screpancies beiweeh these two frameworks evidently hinder 
the investigation of substantive research questions such as the one 
pased here. Our only alternative was to concentrate on ecological 
strata and atteifpt to appraise the role of migration in the growth of 
shantytowns in Latin American cities. In this respect, available 
studies pointed to the existence of two distinct cxirrents of thoughts, 
stressed in two distinguishable chronological periods. Initially, 
attention was directed to peripheral shanty towns (thus giving rise to 
the first usage of the term ’marginal’ in the Latin American urban context);

«I
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therein, observers generally concluded that the rise and persistence of 
these shanty-towns vías attributable almost solely tp the influx of, 
rural migrants. In accordance, the ultimate solution to shanty-town 
growth was held to rest in the prevention of further migration and 
eradication of existing 'misery belts*.

In a more recent perspective, the jsharacteristics of the 
inhabitants of peripheral shanty-towns were duly noted in other areas 
of Latin American cities and hence the role of migration in the growth 
of lower strata clusters had to be re-examined. : Controlling for 
duration of residence and rural-urban origin, several studies indicated 
that peripheral shanty-towns were not conposed of recently-arrived 
rural migrants; that most of these peripheral populations did in fact 
come from other urban areas or from other districts within the same 
city; that those migrants who did live in the peripheral shanty-towns 
had considerable experierœe in city living and that settlement on the 
outskirts represented, not a tenporary shelter, but a move towards 
permanency in urban life.

Such a formulation raises the question - what happens to recently 
arrived migrants, particularly those from rural areas? A current 
hypothesis would have it that recent arrivals generally fir»l their way 
into the deteriorating and crowded residential areas in the center of 
the city. This central location permits them easy access to centrally- 
located sources Of manual and transitory employment while socializing, 
the migrants into the folkways of city life. Presumably, after several 
years in this condition, the migrant obtains the n©ans and forges the 
ability to esteblisíi a more permanent residence on the periphery.

In the absence of adequate information relating to the size and 
conposition of lower-strata clusters in various areas of the city, 
however, this explanation must remain in the.fora of a tentative 
hypothesis. Moreover, the contribution of migration to the growth of 
urban lower-strata clusters cannnot be satisfactorily answered as of 
the present in most cities. Nevertheless, in an effort to assess the 
role of migration in lower-strata growth in at least one city where 
information is more conplete, the case study of favela growth in Rio de 
Janeiro was presented.

/The main
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The inain conclusion reached on the -basis of Rio inforffiation can be 
summarized as follows. First,, with respect to the growth of favelas, 
recent years have seen an intensified development of shanty-towns in the 
northern regions of the’city; this isvoccurring as-a result of the 
saturation of older sites in the southern zone and. intensification of 
industrial growth attracting.low-wage workers to the northern sector.
Nejcb, in examining the demographic components of favela growth it was, 
demostrated that until the early 1960*s, migrants made up the majority 
of favelados. The proportion of migrants in the. favela population has 
been decreasing steadily, however, such that by 1965, native Cariocas 
represented more than half of all favela-dwellera,

, Nevertheless, this finding cannot be interpreted simply as a 
decreased rate of migratory flow to the.favelas. Indeed, when trends 
in demographic conposition of the favela population are analyzed in 
greater detail, then it is discovered that the greet majority of native 
favelados, vAo now make up more than half of the favela. population are, 
in effect, the children of migrants. Vie can thus conclude that migrants 
continue to be responsible fer the larger part of favela growth either 
directly (through the influx of new migrants) or indirectly (through 
natural increase among earlier migrants).

Finally, given the preponderant role of migrants, in favela. 
development, the question was asked - how do migrants in general fare 
in the residential distribution across various .ecological strata?
Does residence in the favelas.constitute'the typical.pattern of migrant 
adjustment? Actually, migrants are at least as .w®H off as native, 
residents in terms of ■residential distribution. That is, although 
they are, over-represented in the favelas, they are also, disproportionately 
found,in the best residential areas of the, city, .In short, migrants- 
are more likely ..to be accem«»dated in the two extreme residential 
categories Cf Rio while natives predominate in all, of the intermediary 
positions. This disproportionate .representation of migrants at both 
extremes of the i^sidential scale is cpnsonant with data on. the relative 
income and education of migrants in Rio which indicate that, pigration 
is selective of the highest and lowest socio-economic, strata.

/Analysis of
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Analysis of residentials distribution by length of residence in 
the city would indicate that the better residential areas include an 
increasing proportion of recant migrants to the city. This can be 
interpreted as signifying that the lower strata recent migrants are 
progressively being shunted off towards peripheral sectors of the Greater 
Si» Area,

Taken collectively, these data on the favelas and on the residential 
distribution of migrants in Rio demonstrate the value of collecting 
separate information on the size, conposition and characteristics of 
the lower strata, popxxlation in any given city. Not only do they provide 
some indicaticn of the significance of lower strata clusters in the 
overall population but also they permit us to assess the relative 
growth dynamics of favelas in comparison to,that of the general population. 
Yet, coming back to our original point, it shoiild be stressed that these 
data do not touch upon the question of marginality, if we understand 
this phenomenon to be defined in structviral terms.

For the future, it would appear that if empirical data of this 
nature is to be utilized in the complementation and verification of 
existing theoretical frameworks (and thereby lend a greater sense of 
reality to the former), then research would have to proceed at two 
levels.

In a first approach, it can be considered that ecologically- 
identifiable lower-strata clusters constitute a useful strating point 
for the study of marginality because they incorporate most of the social 
groups who share the conditions associated with margina.lity, in other 
analytic approaches. Hence, data on Rio’s favelas, for instance, 
constitute a useful starting point for the analysis of the dimensions 
and dynamics of marginality since it can be assumed that they include 
most marginal individuals and groups in that city. But, since not all 
residents of such clusters are marginal from the perspective of some or 
all existing structural definitions of margiJiality, the identification 
of marginal individuals and groups within the lower ecological strata 
becomes e second stage operation requiring empirical information relating 
to the operational indices of whichever analytic framework is being 
utilized«
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